
      

 

Linna Masters Qualifier 2019 
 

Qualifier Instructions and Standards 
 
 

General Info 
Qualifier starts friday 11.10.2019 at 12:00 and ends on sunday 27.10.2019 at 23:59. The best 
athletes in each age group, based on their qualifier performance, will be invited to the main 
competition in Aulanko Areena 14.12/15.12.2019.  
How many athletes we are inviting each day will be informed at the end of the qualifier, 
when we know how many there are signed up in each age group and category.  
 
There are no special requirements for where you are performing the event, as long as all 
rules and standards for this qualifier is met. 

 
 

Scoring 
Each of the three parts are scored individually (reps) and the final result is the overall 
standing. Please note that if redoing, the event must be re-tested as a whole.  
 
The track used for lunges should be marked for every meter, as one completed meter counts 
as one repetition.  
 
Only Concept 2 rowers can be used on the row, and one completed calorie counts as one 
repetition. 

 
 

Submitting your score  
You must submit your own results to WodConnect by 23:59 on sunday 27.10.2019. 
No need for any validation of scores by your box manager.  

 
 

 



Judge Responsibilities 
Each athlete must have their performance monitored by a judge. The responsibility of the 
judge is to ensure that the athlete meets the required movement and workout standards 
given here, count valid repetitions and record the score. No further requirements for who 
can be judging your performance. 

 
 

Athlete Responsibilities 
Every athlete is themselves responsible for reading through all qualifier instructions carefully 
and watch the demo video of the events, to ensure that their performance is according to 
the rules and standards of this qualifier. During the qualifier only the athlete may touch or 
move the equipment. External help during the event is only allowed for resetting the 
computer on the rowing machine and during barbell loading in the B-part of the qualifier. 

 
 

Equipment 
 
Standard equipment: 

● Concept 2 rowing machine 
● Floor marked every meter for Lunges (10m track or shorter) 
● Pull Up Bar (feet not touching the floor from dead-hang on the bar) 
● Barbell 20/15kg 
● Plates (standard size) 
● Collars 
● Dumbbells according to own division and movement 
● Box 60/50cm 
● Timer 
● Scorecard 

 
Other allowed equipment: 

● Sports tape 
● Lifting belt 
● Wrist wraps and gymnastic grips 
● Neoprene knee sleeves.  
● Lifting Shoes 

 
 

Any other equipment that will give the athlete an extra advantage outside what is described 
here, is not allowed. No lifting straps or wrapping of gymnastic grips around barbells or pull 
up bars. If you come up with something really clever that no one else is doing, it’s probably 
cheating. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

Workout Instructions and standards  
 

Qualifier Event 2019 
 

Part A 
AMRAP 6 minutes: 
15/12 Calories Row 

12 Toes to Bar 
9 Overhead Squats 

 
Rest 3 minutes before.. 

 
Part B 

On the minute for 6 minutes with increasing weights: 
3 Power Clean + 3 Front Squat + 3 Shoulder to Overhead 

 
*If all repetitions are completed (54), the athlete will perform as many repetitions as 

possible of shoulder to overhead in the remaining time of the 6th minute.  
 

Rest 3 minutes before.. 
 

Part C 
AMRAP 6 minutes: 

40m DB Overhead Walking Lunges 
30 C2B Pull Ups 

20 Box Overs 60/50cm 
10 DB Devils Press 

Max Bar Muscle Ups in the remaining time  
 

 
 



Description 
The qualifier consists of three 6-minute parts, that are separated by 3 minute rest. 
Total event time is 24 minutes. Each part is scored individually, however if redoing, the event 
must be re-tested as a whole. Weights and movements will vary for the different divisions. 
 

 

PART A // 00:00-06:00 
Athlete starts sitting on the rower without touching the handle until the time starts running. 

During the 6 minute window the athlete will perform as many repetitions and rounds as 

possible of the 15/12 calories row, 12 toes to bar and and 9 overhead squats. 

 

REST // 06:00-09:00 
At 06:00 there is a 3 minute break before starting part B..  

 

PART B // 09:00-15:00 
Athlete starts standing behind the barbell without touching it until the time starts running. 

This part consists of six intervals that each lasts 60 seconds, in which the athlete must 

perform the nine prescribed repetitions of the complex. The weight is increasing at the start 

of every new minute. If failing to perform all repetitions before the start of the next interval, 

the athlete can not advance to the next set. The score will be the completed reps until that 

point. If the athlete makes it through all 6 intervals (54 reps), the remaining time of the sixth 

minute will be performing as many repetitions as possible of the shoulder to overhead. 

 

Every minute on the minute for 6 minutes: 

Min 1: 3+3+3 reps @weight 1 

Min 2: 3+3+3 reps @weight 2 

Min 3: 3+3+3 reps @weight 3 

Min 4: 3+3+3 reps @weight 4 

Min 5: 3+3+3 reps @weight 5 

Min 6: 3+3+3 reps @weight 6 + Max Shoulder to Overhead in time remaining 

 

REST //15:00-18:00 
At 15:00 there is a 3 minute break before starting part C..  

 

 

PART C // 18:00-24:00 
Athlete starts standing behind the startline of a marked 10 meter track, without touching the 

dumbbell until the time starts running. During the 6 minute window the athlete will start by 

performing 40 meters of single arm overhead lunges, then 30 (c2b) pull ups, 20 box overs 

and 10 devils press. The remaining time will be an AMRAP of bar muscle ups. 

 



 

 

 

 

Weights and Movement Variations 
 

AGEGROUP PART 1 PART 2 PART 3 

M/W 35-39 
M/W 40-44 
M/W 45-49 

Bar: 42,5/30kg M 50-60-65-70-75-80kg 

W 35-40-45-50-55-60kg 

Lunges:  
1x DB 22,5/15kg 
Chest to Bar Pull Up 
Devils Press:   
2x DB 22,5/15kg 
Box: 60/50cm 
Bar MU 

M/W 50-54 
M/W 55-59 

 

Bar:  
35/25kg 

M 45-50-55-60-65-70kg 

W 25-30-35-40-45-50kg 

Lunges:  
1x DB 17,5/12,5kg 
M:Chest to Bar/ W:Pull Up 
Devils Press:  
2x DB 17,5/12,5kg 
Box:  
60/50cm 
Bar MU/Chest to Bar 

M/W 60+ Bar:  
30/20kg 

M 35-40-45-50-55-60kg 

W 25-27,5-30-32,5-35-40kg 

Lunges:  
1x DB 15/10kg 
M: Pull Up/W: Jumping Pull Up 
Devils Press:   
2x DB 15/10kg 
Box:  
60/50cm 
M:Chest to Bar Pull Up/W:Pull Up 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Movement Standards 
 

Calorie Row 
With the athlete sitting on the rower, at the call of 3-2-1-GO he/she will grab the handle and 
start rowing. The athlete can not step off the rower or let go of the handle, until all calories 
have been completed. On return to the rower at the start of a new round, the judge or a 
helper can start the monitor on the rower.  
Rower must be a Concept 2 standard rowing machine. 

 
 
 
Toes to Bar 

At the start of each repetition the athlete must be passing through a hanging position with 
straight arms, and in addition the heels must be behind the vertical line of the bar. At the 
finish position, both feet (top or bottom) must touch the bar at the same time and inside 
both hands. Feet can not touch the ground during the performance of a repetition. Any grip 
style can be used. 
 

Overhead Squats 
The hip crease must be below the top of the knee at the bottom of the squat. A full squat 
snatch is permitted but not required to start the movement if standard depth is achieved. 
The barbell must come to full lockout overhead, with the athlete’s hips, knees and arms fully 
extended, and the bar directly over the middle of the body.  
The athlete may not use a rack or similar equipment. 
 

 
Power Clean - Front Squat - Shoulder to Overhead 

This is a standard power clean from the ground to the shoulders. The barbell begins on the 
ground. Touch and go is permitted. No bouncing. The barbell must come up to the 
shoulders, with the hips and knees fully extended and the elbows in front of the bar. 
 
In the front squat the hip crease must be below the top of the knee in the bottom position 
of the lift. The hips and knees must be fully extended and the elbows in front of the bar 
when the athlete is in the top position.  

 
The shoulder to overhead begins with the barbell in the frontrack position and the bar in 
contact with the torso. No racks or jerk blocks may be used at any time. The rep is credited 
when the barbell is fully locked out overhead with the athlete’s arms, hips, and legs 
extended. The feet must be in line under the body, and the bar must be over the center of 
the athlete’s body when viewed from profile. A press, push press, push jerk, or split jerk are 
all permitted as long as the athlete reaches the required finish position. The final front squat 
can be completed as a thruster. 
 
Athletes may use multiple preloaded barbells and/or assistance with loading the barbell! 
 
 

 



DB Overhead Walking Lunges 
This is a single-arm overhead walking lunge. Each lunge begins with a dumbbell overhead, 
the feet together and the athlete standing tall with hips and knees extended. The athlete 
must be behind the mark denoting the start of the segment being attempted. At the bottom 
of the overhead lunge, the trailing knee must make contact with the ground and the 
dumbbell must be above the height of the athlete’s head. If, during the lunge, either head of 
the dumbbell comes into contact with or falls below the level of the athlete’s head, the 
athlete must stop lunging and return to the last completed section in order to continue.  
 
There is no requirement to switch arms; athletes may choose to do so of their own accord. 
However, athletes must complete a 1 meter section prior to switching arms. Lunging in place 
is not allowed. The rep is credited when the athlete gets both heels across the line, has the 
dumbbell in the overhead position and is standing tall with hips and knees fully extended. 
Stopping with both feet together on the ground is not required, but both legs must be fully 
extended if the athlete chooses to step through at the top. The athlete must alternate which 
foot leads for each step. Shuffle steps between steps are not allowed.  
 
Each 1 meter section will count as 1 repetition. If the athlete fails to meet any standard 
during a step, the athlete must restart from behind the last 1 meter section successfully 
completed.  
 

Chest to Bar Pull Ups/ Pull Ups 
For the standard chin over bar pull ups, the athlete must pass through a hang position with 
straight arms at the start of every repetition, and have the chin visible over the bar at the 
finish position for the rep to count. Legs can not touch the floor during the performance of a 
repetition. Any grip style and kipping style is permitted, as well as strict reps. 
Same standards apply to the chest to bar pull ups, but instead the the chest must clearly 
come into contact with the bar below the collarbone for the rep to count in the top position. 
 
For jumping pull ups (women 60+ only), the bar should be set up so it is at least 15 
centimeters above the top of the athlete’s head when the athlete is standing tall. At the 
bottom, the arms must be fully extended. Overhand, underhand or mixed grip are all 
permitted. At the top, the chin must break the horizontal plane of the bar 

 
 

Box Overs 
In the box over, there is no requirement to stand tall while on top of the box. The athlete 
may step up or jump on top of the box and then jump or step down on the other side, or the 
athlete may jump completely over the box. If jumping over the box, the feet must go over 
the box, not around it. Box must be minimum 50 centimeters wide in the direction the 
athlete is jumping or stepping. 

 
 

Devils Press 
   The Devil Press is a movement featuring two dumbbells of the same weight, and is 
essentially a combination of a dumbbell burpee, and a double dumbbell snatch. 
Athletes will start each repetition with the dumbbells on the ground. Then, with the athlete’s 
hands on the dumbbell, they’ll perform a burpee, with chest making contact with the floor. 



From here, the athlete will jump to their feet, never taking their hands from the dumbbells. 
Next, the athlete shall snatch or swing both dumbbells from the floor simultaneously, and 
finish with both locked out overhead, with hips, knees, shoulders, and arms at full extension. 
This shall indicate a completed repetition. Please note, the athlete may “swing” the 
dumbbells between their legs to help to build momentum to get them overhead, but the 
athlete may NOT pause at the shoulders and press the dumbbells from there. 
 

 

Bar Muscle Ups 
The athlete must begin with or pass through a hang below the bar, with the arms fully 
extended and the feet off the ground. Kipping the muscle-up is acceptable, but pullovers, 
rolls to support and glide kips are not permitted. No portion of the foot may rise above the 
height of the bar during the kip. The rep is credited when the arms are fully locked out while 
the athlete is in the support position above the bar with the shoulders over or in front of the 
bar. Athletes must pass through some portion of a dip-to-lockout over the bar. Only the 
hands and no other part of the arm may touch the pull-up bar to assist the athlete in 
completing the rep. Once on top, the hands must stay in contact with the bar, and athletes 
must maintain support with their arms. Removing the hands and resting while on top of the 
bar is not allowed.  

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 


